Speed kills: ineffective avian escape responses to oncoming vehicles
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Animal–vehicle collisions cause high levels of vertebrate mortality worldwide, and what goes wrong when animals fail to escape and ultimately collide with vehicles is not well understood. We investigated alert and escape behaviours of captive brown-headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater) in response to virtual vehicle approaches of different sizes and at speeds ranging from 60 to 360 km h⁻¹. Alert and flight initiation distances remained similar across vehicle speeds, and accordingly, alert and flight initiation times decreased at higher vehicle speeds. Thus, avoidance behaviours in cowbirds appeared to be based on distance rather than time available for escape, particularly at 60–150 km h⁻¹; however, at higher speeds (more than or equal to 180 km h⁻¹) no trend in response behaviour was discernible. As vehicle speed increased, cowbirds did not have enough time to assess the approaching vehicle, and cowbirds generally did not initiate flight with enough time to avoid collision when vehicle speed exceeded 120 km h⁻¹. Although potentially effective for evading predators, the decision-making process used by cowbirds in our study appears maladaptive in the context of avoiding fast-moving vehicles. Our methodological approach and findings provide a framework to assess how novel management strategies could affect escape rules, and the sensory and cognitive abilities animals use to avoid vehicle collisions.

1. Introduction

When approached by predators and other potential threats, animals must decide when to initiate an escape response. This decision is informed by characteristics of the oncoming object, such as size, speed and directness of approach [1], as well as the state or condition of the animal being threatened, including hunger level, experience and variation in risk-taking behaviours and personalities [2,3]. Animals combine sensory inputs with behavioural rules to assess the costs and benefits of fleeing and thus determine the timing of escape responses [4–6]. Animals appear to react to oncoming automobiles, aircraft and other non-biological threats in a qualitatively similar manner to predators [7,8]. During these encounters, animals use some variation of their antipredator repertoire [9], possibly because the evolutionary novelty of modern vehicles precludes more specialized responses [10]. However, vehicles and natural predators often differ in several important ways, including speed, size and consistency of approach. Such differences can lead to maladaptive (and often fatal) responses when faced with an oncoming vehicle, such as deer ‘freezing’ and turtles withdrawing into their shells while still on the road [10,11]. Animal–vehicle collisions, which kill hundreds of millions of birds and other animals each year [12–14], can negatively impact populations [15,16] and pose substantial safety risks to humans [17,18]. Yet, it is unclear what goes wrong when individual animals fail to escape and eventually collide with vehicles [10]. For instance, Legagneux & Ducatez [19] demonstrated that several species of birds escaped earlier from oncoming vehicles as the posted speed limit increased, but the actual speed of vehicles had no effect on escape behaviours. DeVault et al. [11] found that near-collisions with turkey vultures (Cathartes aura) increased with vehicle speed, suggesting that animals may have difficulty assessing the threat.
from high-speed vehicles. Another recent study, employing vehicle approaches at night, found that white-tailed deer (*Odocoileus virginianus*) did not adjust escape responses across vehicle speeds [20]. However, understanding the behavioural rules involved in these collisions at the individual level is challenging, because it is difficult to safely simulate the high speeds typical of automobiles on modern highways (ca 120 km h⁻¹) or large jet aircraft during take-off and landing (ca 240 km h⁻¹) without causing actual collisions.

We investigated the antipredator behavioural rules used for initiating alert and escape responses when animals are exposed to high-speed vehicle approaches. We developed an experimental protocol where individuals were exposed to video playback of an approaching vehicle in a manner similar to that used to investigate human pedestrian responses to cars in road-crossing scenarios [21]. Specifically, our goal was to examine responses of brown-headed cowbirds (*Molothrus ater*) to virtual vehicles of different sizes (standard and extended) appearing to approach at speeds from 60 to 360 km h⁻¹. We were particularly interested in whether simulated ‘collisions’ occurred, and if so, at which vehicle size and speeds such collisions were common. Prey generally perceive enhanced threat and thus increase flight initiation (escape) distance when exposed to larger predator sizes and faster approach speeds [1,22], and humans are more cautious in road-crossing situations when faced with large oncoming vehicles than smaller ones [23].

We also examined which (if any) of the following behavioural rules might be in effect as birds attempt to avoid collisions with vehicles: (i) a temporal margin of safety, (ii) a fixed spatial margin of safety or (iii) a dynamic spatial margin of safety [24]. We considered each rule as a stand-alone hypothesis. The first rule is based on temporal decisions, whereas the other two are based on distance decisions. These behavioural rules comprise three key phases of animal–object interactions (figure 1): sensory detection (i.e. the vehicle becomes salient to the animal from background sensory noise), alert behaviour (i.e. the animal shows alert postures in response to the approaching threat) and flight initiation behaviour (i.e. the animal initiates escape by running or flying from the threat).

If flight initiation distance (FID) increases with vehicle speed but flight initiation time prior to collision remains constant, then a temporal margin of safety rule is apparent (i.e. the animal maintains a fixed amount of time for escape). If flight initiation time decreases as vehicle speed increases but FID remains constant, then a fixed spatial margin of safety is apparent (i.e. escape occurs at a fixed or threshold vehicle–animal separation distance). A dynamic spatial margin of safety is apparent when the animal allows a vehicle to approach to a fixed percentage of the alert distance (AD) before initiating escape [24]. Based on findings by DeVault *et al.* [11], we expected that cowbirds would use a spatial decision rule, at least at the lower vehicle speeds.

Finally, animals may not follow any of these behavioural rules because the speed of the vehicle may not provide them with enough time or distance to process information about the looming object [25]. There are two phases in which animals assess the risk of an oncoming object after sensory detection (figure 1): low-quality assessment and high-quality assessment [26]. Under low-quality assessment (between detection and alert; figure 1), the object is far away (i.e. low risk) and is monitored with parts of the visual field (e.g. retinal periphery) and body postures (e.g. head-down) that do not necessarily provide high-quality information [27]. Under high-quality assessment (between alert and flight; figure 1), the object is closer and is monitored directly with the centre of visual attention (e.g. fovea) and in information-gathering body postures (e.g. head-up; [26]). We could not evaluate low-quality assessment in our study, because we lacked the behavioural assays necessary to determine when the study animals detected the oncoming vehicle. However, we estimated empirically the minimum time and distance necessary for animals to determine the risk of an oncoming vehicle under the high-quality assessment phase and contrasted them with the time and distance available at the different vehicle speeds. Speeds at which the time available was less than the minimum time necessary for a decision would indicate that the animal’s processing of the approaching threat during high-quality assessment was overwhelmed.

### 2. Material and methods

(a) Bird capture and care

We conducted our experiment at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Plum Brook Station, Erie County, OH, USA (41°22' N, 82°41' W). Male brown-headed cowbirds (hereafter, cowbirds) were chosen as our model species (as in our previous work [28,29]) because they are plentiful in our area and relatively easy to capture in large numbers, respond well to being held in captivity, are regularly involved in vehicle collisions [14] and have a well-described visual system [28].

Cowbirds were captured continuously from late March through May 2012 using six 3.6 × 3.6 × 2.0 m modified Australian crow traps [30] located throughout the 2200-ha Plum Brook Station and held in 2.4 × 2.4 × 1.8 m cages in an indoor aviary illuminated with natural lighting. They were fed a mixture of white millet and sunflower seeds ad libitum and were given meal worms (*Tenebrio molitor*) once per week. Individuals were used within 7 to 14 days of capture and released unharmed after all experimental trials were completed. Because we have held cowbirds in our aviary for up to eight weeks with no apparent ill effects [29], we are confident that their behaviour in our experiment was not unduly affected by their confinement.

(b) Video playback

We used video playback as a means of simulating consistent treatment scenarios involving an approaching vehicle. Video

![Figure 1. Response metrics of animals avoiding oncoming vehicles.](image-url)
playback has a long history in ornithological research [31,32] and is especially suitable for studies such as ours [33,34]. We provide details concerning video editing, validation and equipment in the electronic supplementary material.

We video-recorded approaches of a directly oncoming 2003 Ford F250 pickup truck using a Sony HD Handycam video camera with a resolution of 1080 × 1920 pixels (high definition) and a recording speed of 30 frames s⁻¹ in MPEG-4 format. These recordings were used in playback experiments, although videos were played-back at double speed and 60 frames s⁻¹ (see electronic supplementary material, table S1). We chose a consistently sunny and calm day (28 February 2012) to record vehicle approaches to minimize differences in ambient light and movement of vegetation from wind among recordings at different vehicle speeds. The camera was placed directly on the pavement in the middle of a closed, straight and flat road at Plum Brook Station (thus from the perspective of a bird on the road; [35]), facing the direction of the oncoming vehicle (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). We recorded approaches towards the video camera at seven actual vehicle speeds: 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105 and 120 km h⁻¹. We began each vehicle approach from a distance of 1.25 km from the camera, within the range of cowbird visual perception [28]. During each approach, the driver (T.L.D.) quickly accelerated to the predetermined speed, and then set the vehicle speed control to maintain a constant speed until driving directly over the camera. The driver kept the vehicle in the middle of the road during the entire approach.

We made two video recordings at each vehicle speed: one using the vehicle with its standard frontal area, and one using the vehicle with an extended (2×) frontal area (except for the recording of vehicle approach at 120 km h⁻¹, which presented logistical issues; see electronic supplementary material). The visual area of the truck was expanded by covering the front of the vehicle with a flat, dark-green fabric stretched over a plastic frame which extended laterally from the front of the truck. To control for vehicle colour across sizes, the same fabric was also used for the standard frontal area (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). We viewed all videos immediately after recording and repeated those in which a potential distraction was present (e.g., a bird flying across the scene, insects on the pavement in front of the camera) so that, to the best of our ability, all videos were identical except for the speed and size of the oncoming vehicle.

Our video editing resulted in eight apparent speed categories used during playback experiments: 60, 120 and 180 km h⁻¹ at standard and extended vehicle sizes and 240 km h⁻¹ at standard size. We added the seven remaining apparent speed/size categories (90, 150 and 210 km h⁻¹ at standard and extended sizes and 360 km h⁻¹ at standard size) from 18 April through 3 May 2012. We adjusted our analyses to incorporate a potential ordinal date effect on response behaviours (see below). We conducted video playbacks on 11 days, with an average of 12.7 trials per day (s.d. = 5.3). Notably, our virtual video chamber yielded results on FID (median = 28 m) that were similar to previous outdoor experiments with male cowbirds in enclosures responding to a real vehicle approach (ca 36 m ± s.d. of 8–10 across a variety of experimental conditions; [28,29]), providing confidence that our simulated vehicle approaches gave realistic results (sensu [31,38]).

(d) Behavioural metrics

We video-recorded cowbird response behaviours from three directions (through the rear wall and both sides of the video chamber; electronic supplementary material, figure S3) from the moment the birds were placed inside the video chamber until the vehicle passed over the camera (when the trial ended). We examined responses of each of the three cowbirds to the virtual oncoming vehicle frame-by-frame on a TV monitor and recorded behaviours to the nearest 1/15 s relative to the instant when the vehicle passed over the camera (the potential point of collision). At least two observers (T.L.D. and T.W.S.) viewed all recordings of cowbird reactions to interpret and quantify behaviours. We recorded the time (in seconds, before potential collision) that each individual showed an alert response and an escape response.

We defined an alert response to the vehicle approach as a marked transition in an individual’s baseline behaviour (e.g., pecking, preening or loafing) to behaviours that might include head-up with neck extended, sudden and increased scanning behaviour, feather compression or sudden crouching [39]. Flight response was defined as an obvious intent to ‘escape’ the simulated oncoming vehicle, and generally entailed running or flying towards the back of the video chamber. During some trials, the birds quickly turned towards the back of the video chamber just before taking flight or running; on those occasions, we scored flight initiation time at the instant when they began their turn.

We scored individual alert time (time-to-collision alert; TTCalert) and flight initiation time (time-to-collision flight; TTCflight) as the time (s) required for the vehicle to reach the birds’ location at the onset of the behaviour in question. Greater values of TTCalert and TTCflight indicate an earlier response to the approaching vehicle. In instances where an individual showed no alert behaviour, we scored TTCalert as equivalent to TTCflight. We converted TTCalert and TTCflight to AD and FID, respectively, by incorporating vehicle speed using the following equations:

\[ AD = \text{TTC}_{\text{alert}} \times \text{VAS} \times 0.2778 \]

(2.1)

and

\[ \text{FID} = \text{TTC}_{\text{flight}} \times \text{VAS} \times 0.2778. \]

(2.2)

(c) Experimental protocol

Cowbirds were placed in the video chamber and exposed to video playback in groups of three individuals (using groups provides a calming influence for social species [36,37]). Each combination of speed and size treatments included 10 groups (i.e. replicates); group served as the experimental unit (see below). Each cowbird group was videotaped during only one vehicle approach, thus every trial used naive individuals to avoid habituation or sensitization effects. To begin a trial, a paused video file of the empty road was first placed on the monitor in ‘full-screen’ mode. We then released a group of three cowbirds inside the video chamber, closed the door to the chamber and played the video. During each video playback trial, the empty road was visible to cowbirds for about 11 min (before the vehicle approach began), and each video playback ended when the vehicle virtually passed over the video chamber, 11.5 min after birds were placed in the video chamber.

Because of initial limitations on bird availability, we first conducted video playback trials from 9 to 13 April 2012 using apparent speed categories 60, 120 and 180 km h⁻¹ with the standard and extended vehicle sizes and 240 km h⁻¹ at standard size. We added the seven remaining apparent speed/size categories (90, 150 and 210 km h⁻¹ at standard and extended sizes and 360 km h⁻¹ at standard size) from 18 April through 3 May 2012. We adjusted our analyses to incorporate a potential ordinal date effect on response behaviours (see below). We conducted video playbacks on 11 days, with an average of 12.7 trials per day (s.d. = 5.3). Notably, our virtual video chamber yielded results on FID (median = 28 m) that were similar to previous outdoor experiments with male cowbirds in enclosures responding to a real vehicle approach (ca 36 m ± s.d. of 8–10 across a variety of experimental conditions; [28,29]), providing confidence that our simulated vehicle approaches gave realistic results (sensu [31,38]).
Here, $V_{AS} = \text{vehicle approach speed (km h}^{-1})$ and the constant (0.2778) is the conversion factor used when AD and FID are expressed in metres [11].

In addition to becoming alert to vehicle approach and initiating the escape response, a bird must respond with enough time to cover the distance necessary to avoid the oncoming vehicle. We thus conducted a field experiment in which we measured the time necessary for cowbirds to travel 3 m (roughly, the width of one lane in a standard road) from a stationary position (see the electronic supplementary material). This allowed us to estimate the time (0.80 s) cowbirds need to clear the path of an oncoming vehicle and thus avoid a ‘collision’. We also established (post hoc) the minimum high-quality assessment times (using only birds that exhibited an alert response) that cowbirds showed in avoiding a ‘collision’ with the virtual vehicle. We sorted the trials where both alert and flight responses were recorded and classified the outcome of each trial as birds escaping or (virtually) colliding with the vehicle based on the time necessary to avoid the collision (0.80 s; see the electronic supplementary material). The minimum high-quality assessment time that led to successful escapes was 0.06 s.

(e) Analyses

We selected the median response (alert and flight) within a group of three cowbirds (i.e. the second bird to respond) as the more accurate measurement of central tendency than the mean (see also [11]), although birds within a group usually reacted at about the same time and results using mean values were qualitatively similar. We first assessed whether behavioural escape rules followed temporal or distance decisions by pooling information from all speeds. A significant effect of speed on FID, but a non-significant effect of speed on TTCflight, would support the idea that birds maintained a temporal margin of safety. The reverse scenario (speed significantly affecting TTCflight, but no effect on FID) would support the idea that birds maintained a fixed or dynamic spatial margin of safety. To accomplish this, we used linear mixed models with vehicle speed, vehicle size, vehicle based on the time necessary to avoid the collision (0.80 s; see the electronic supplementary material). The minimum high-quality assessment time that led to successful escapes was 0.06 s.

In addition to understanding how escape decisions are made, we determined whether the animal would have enough time to successfully escape at different speeds during the high-quality assessment phase. In this analysis, we used a subset of our data for which we were able to measure alert responses (i.e. those data points for which we were able to calculate the high-quality assessment time). This post hoc analysis therefore does not include the instances where alert responses were scored as zero, but birds ‘survived’ (see below), thus inference is limited to this subset of the data. We classified each trial as ‘not enough time’ or ‘enough time’ to successfully escape by subtracting the minimum time estimated to avoid a collision (see Behavioural metrics) from the recorded high-quality assessment time. We then calculated at each speed the proportion of trials in which the animals had or did not have enough time to escape and analysed the data with a log-linear analysis.

Because we did not have trials with the extended vehicle for apparent speed categories 240 and 360 km h$^{-1}$ (see the electronic supplementary material for details), all linear mixed models included only apparent speed categories 60–210 km h$^{-1}$ (n = 20 trials per speed). However, we present all response data in our descriptive statistics.

3. Results

Each group of three cowbirds generally appeared calm after being placed into the video chamber. Most alert reactions were obvious, although for 28.6% of groups (n = 40) no alert behaviours were observed before initiation of escape. However, all groups showed obvious escape behaviour in response to a playback of the oncoming vehicle. Across treatments, median $TTC_{\text{alert}}$ was 1.02 s (mode = 0.73; range = 0.20–5.30 s), median $TTC_{\text{flight}}$ was 0.67 s (mode = 0.34; range = 0.12–3.00 s), median AD was 43.3 m (mode = 58.3 m; range = 10.2–100.0 m) and median FID was 28.0 m (mode = 28.0; range = 5.1–81.3 m).

Times-to-collision were not constant across speeds. $TTC_{\text{alert}}$ ($F_{5,99} = 31.00; p < 0.001$) and $TTC_{\text{flight}}$ ($F_{5,99} = 33.02; p < 0.001$; electronic supplementary material, table S2) significantly decreased as vehicle speed increased (figure 2a,b). Cowbirds generally did not initiate flight with enough time to avoid collision (0.8 s needed) when vehicle speed exceeded 120 km h$^{-1}$ (figure 2b). On the other hand, alert and escape distances remained relatively constant across speeds. AD ($F_{5,99} = 0.91; p = 0.479$) and FID ($F_{5,99} = 1.41; p = 0.230$; electronic supplementary material, table S2) were not significantly affected by vehicle speed (figure 2c,d). Vehicle size, the interaction of vehicle speed × vehicle size and ordinal date did not influence $TTC_{\text{alert}},$ $TTC_{\text{flight}},$ AD or FID (electronic supplementary material, table S2). These analyses indicate that cowbirds followed a distance-based rather than temporal escape rule.
At the lower vehicle speeds (less than 180 km h$^{-1}$), we found that the relationships between FID/AD and AD were generally negative (figure 3), arguing against a dynamic spatial margin of safety rule. These negative relationships suggest that birds which quickly became alert to the oncoming vehicle generally delayed escape behaviour relative to birds that became alert to the vehicle later in the approach. Further, the FID/AD relationships at vehicle speeds less than 180 km h$^{-1}$ best approximated that expected from a fixed spatial margin of safety (electronic supplementary material, figure S4), although there was no apparent asymptotic relationship with AD (i.e. to the x-axis).

Also, our data indicate that cowbirds might not successfully use the same escape strategy across all vehicle speeds. For example, the relationships between FID/AD and AD at 180 and 210 km h$^{-1}$ were negative but non-significant ($p > 0.33$). This lack of significance may reflect a general breakdown of all relevant behavioural rules at very high vehicle speeds (see below). We also note that the proportion of trials for which FID/AD = 1 (trials for which no alert behaviour was apparent) increased with vehicle speed (figure 4). Because AD does not vary with vehicle speed (figure 2c), the time available for escape is increasingly limited at higher speeds. As a result, we were unable, in these instances, to distinguish an alert from flight response as per our definitions.

High-quality assessment time ($F_{5,90} = 6.13; p < 0.001$; electronic supplementary material, table S3) was significantly affected by vehicle speed, decreasing by 91% from 60 to 360 km h$^{-1}$ (figure 5). High-quality assessment distance ($F_{5,90} = 0.34; p = 0.887$; electronic supplementary material, table S3) was not affected by vehicle speed. Vehicle size, the interaction of vehicle speed × vehicle size and ordinal date did not influence high-quality assessment time or distance (electronic supplementary material, table S3).

Finally, we found that animals generally did not have enough time for assessing risk in the high-quality assessment phase at speeds greater than 180 km h$^{-1}$ (Pearson $\chi^2 = 17.94$, $p = 0.012$; figure 6) suggesting that vehicle speed might have overwhelmed processing of the approaching threat during the high-quality assessment phase.

4. Discussion

Brown-headed cowbirds in our study usually managed to respond quickly enough to avoid virtual collisions during simulated low-speed vehicle approaches, but they were often overwhelmed by high-speed approaches. Cowbirds did not adjust escape responses for differences in vehicle speed, but instead appeared to use a distance rule. At high simulated vehicle speeds, the lack of adjustment in FID resulted in little time for high-quality assessment of the approaching vehicle, as well as its avoidance at the onset of escape responses. For example, cowbirds usually initiated escape responses with less than 0.8 s until collision (time needed for escape) when the vehicle approached at speeds greater than 120 km h$^{-1}$ (figure 2b). This type of late response could result in a high risk of collision when birds are faced with highway traffic or aircraft during take-off and landing.

Our study has limitations that should be taken into account. First, because we used only brown-headed cowbirds...
In our experiments, we caution that our results might not be representative of all species. Vehicle avoidance behaviour is known to differ across bird species due to differences such as relative brain size [41], and solitary birds might react differently than individuals in a group that can observe alert
behaviours of conspecifics. Also, a recent study demonstrated that female cowbirds have lower visual resolution than male cowbirds [42], thus it is possible that female cowbirds might respond to vehicle approach differently than the males used in our study. Second, the absence of noise during video playback reduced the sensory cues available to birds during vehicle avoidance behaviours. The somewhat greater FIDs observed for cowbirds responding to a real vehicle approach [28,29] may reflect this difference.

Despite these limitations, our study is the first to provide direct evidence that the behavioural escape rules used by birds are overwhelmed at higher vehicle speeds. Because flight initiation time (TTCflight) decreased as vehicle speed increased but FID remained constant, cowbirds appeared to monitor aspects of distance rather than time when attempting to avoid oncoming vehicles. More specifically, at vehicle speeds less than 180 km h\(^{-1}\) cowbird responses approximated that expected from a fixed spatial margin of safety, i.e. reacting at a threshold distance. However, at the highest two vehicle speeds considered (180 and 210 km h\(^{-1}\)), the escape strategy employed (if any) was unclear. Thus, our findings complement those reported by DeVault et al. [11], who found that FIDs of turkey vultures responding to an approaching vehicle were similar at vehicle speeds of 30 and 60 km h\(^{-1}\), although FIDs became highly variable at 90 km h\(^{-1}\) (the highest speed tested). It is conceivable that the physiological mechanisms or behavioural strategies used by birds (and potentially other animals) to avoid oncoming objects might ‘break down’ as object speed increases and exceeds those naturally encountered [11]. Indeed, the emergence of high-speed vehicles over the past 100 years as a novel threat challenges the effectiveness of distance-based escape strategies for all dangerous oncoming objects.

Our analysis indicated that birds which showed earlier alert behaviours allowed for a proportionally longer approach before initiating escape than birds that became alert to the vehicle later in the approach (figure 3). This result appears to oppose that predicted by the ‘flush early and avoid the rush’ hypothesis [6,43,44], which holds that FID increases in proportion to AD because of the attentional costs associated with monitoring oncoming predators. However, in some situations, animals might perceive vehicles differently than natural predators [1,10]. Vehicle approach does not involve the full complement of predator approach stimuli (e.g. form, appendage movement and eye direction) that is characteristic of humans or predators [45]. Thus, it is unclear how well previous studies on predator avoidance (e.g. [6]) apply to the problem of vehicle collisions, which often entail, among these other differences, much higher object speeds.

The apparent inadequacy of cowbird responses relative to vehicle speed is further demonstrated in our finding of shorter high-quality assessment times as vehicle speed increased. Vehicle speed could compromise survival through the inability of individuals to adjust their high-quality assessment time, mostly at speeds more than 180 km h\(^{-1}\) (figure 6). Therefore, at speeds of typical automobiles on highways (ca 120 km h\(^{-1}\)) or jet aircraft during take-off (ca 240 km h\(^{-1}\)), the risk of collision might be affected by a lack of time for assessment.

Vehicle size (frontal area) had no effect on cowbird alert and escape responses. This was an unexpected result, because a larger oncoming object should produce an expanded looming image and thus trigger a quicker escape response [7,25]. The lack of a size effect may be due to our stimulus being only laterally enlarged. Because of safety concerns (i.e. visibility of the driver), we were unable to expand the frontal area of the truck vertically (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Another possibility is that the looming stimulus was well above the threshold size that would lead to a neuronal response [25,46].

We envision an application of our findings in aspects of road ecology [47] where speed limits within critical conservation areas might be reconsidered [20], as well as in efforts to enhance detection of vehicles where lowering vehicle speed is not logistically possible (e.g. bird–aircraft collisions, some highways). In the latter scenario, it is conceivable that by enhancing detection of an approaching vehicle, avoidance behaviours could be initiated sooner [28,48,49]. For example, the activation of pulsating lights on aircraft could lengthen AD [49], possibly leading to an increase in FID and thus an enhanced probability of survival during encounters with vehicles.

In some species, an escape strategy based on distance rather than time might be beneficial (i.e. when predators approach at predictable speeds) to reliably elicit avoidance manoeuvres with sufficient time for escape [6,7,25]. However, our study suggests that the distance rule used by cowbirds is generally ineffective for avoiding high-speed vehicles. This may result from information-processing mechanisms [25] not being well suited to avoiding vehicles. Alternatively, cowbirds might establish consistent FIDs based on their prior experience with vehicles (see [51]) and thus have difficulty adjusting to faster, unfamiliar vehicle speeds. Irrespective of the mechanism employed, our findings provide a framework and methodological approach to further investigate how different management strategies (e.g. lights on vehicles, vehicle coloration; [49,50]) affect the sensory and behavioural abilities of animals to assess risk and initiate escape in time to avoid collisions with modern vehicles.
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